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Post your Presentation video here by Saturday for others to respond to along with your
responses to the Reflection & Debriefing for Culturally Relevant Classroom Environment
Presentation.
Be sure to respond to two your peers by Sunday.
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Monta Wiley (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/126624)
Nov 9, 2020

Hello everyone, I hope you all's day is going well. In my video I decided to do a culturally
relevant classroom presentation generated on teaching the students. here is the class
description...Hope everyone enjoy the video. All feedback is welcome :-)
Scenario
In one month, my ESL students will be graduating from High School. Over the course of
the final month the students have been covering present and future tense verb actions,
while also presenting ideas of their post high school goals and ideas. Now it is time to
reflect on the past. Through the use of a cultural consciousness music video, students
will reflect on their cultural upbringing and sharpen their usage of past and present
tense in reading, listening, and verbal linguistics describing a person or place.
Students: Intermediate/Advance, 17-year-old, High School Seniors (Class Size: 20 students)
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Where I'm From ( Past vs Present Tense Revie…
Revie…

Reply
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Luis Orozco (He/Him/His) (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/146922)
Nov 11, 2020

Hi Monta!
I liked that you asked your students questions and solicited feedback throughout your
lesson. I also think you did a great job giving directions and validating student responses
by writing them down.
Reply

(http

Melissa McConnell-Quinn (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/148617)
Nov 12, 2020

Hi Monta. I could see this being a great discussion around the table with a bunch of
students. They could have so many insightful thoughts at this point in their lives. Well
done :)
Reply

(http
Gabriela Miranda Laguna (She/Her/Hers) (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/142177)
Nov 14, 2020
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Hello Monta,
Nice job!
I liked that you asked your students feedback. Your class is clear and easy to understand.

Reply

(http

Ting Tai Lui (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/128284)
Nov 15, 2020

Hi Monta
It is good to ask students to recall their learning experience in high school at the
beginning, for their memories must be fresh and highly relevant to them. You're also right
to limit the memory to last week. As usual, you're friendly to your students and they must
like you a lot.
However, your students are already Grade 12. Don't you think teaching regular past verbs
to them will be a bit too simple to them. In addition, there is no need to tell your students
what you are going to teach. You could have instead written your lesson plan or objectives
on the whiteboard or simple led them into the lesson objectives through the music video.
By the way, could I have access to the video like its YouTube video link?
As far as the background of the music video is concerned, you could have introduced the
background before the video. Also, as you're teaching an ESL class whose students are
probably from different parts of the world including Asia, Europe, and Africa, you might've
given them more support if they've been in the States not for a long time. I know some
young Chinese students studying for 3 years in LA middle school. But they're still not
familiar with mainstream American culture.
Hope my humble advice will help.
Ting
Reply

(http

Russell Fung (He/Him/His) (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/147480)
Nov 19, 2020
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Hi Monta, I finally was able to see your presentation and I loved how low key calm you
were. I honestly looked to your video for guidance because I was having a hard time with
mine. Thanks for posting. I also liked how you took the time to observe the imaginary
students off camera. That gave me an idea that maybe I should do that to center myself.
Everyone is looking to the teacher for guidance and it's important for the teacher to remain
present.
Reply

(https://

Luis Orozco (He/Him/His) (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/146922)
Nov 10, 2020

Hi everyone!
My presentation is intended to help faculty understand and develop culturally relevant
assignments. Any suggestions to help me improve my delivery are welcome! Thank you in
advance!

Culturally Relevant Presentation for Educ X 425.02

Edited by Luis Orozco (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/146922) on Nov 10 at 8:46pm
LOrozco Reflection & Debriefing for Culturally Relevant Classroom Environment Presentation .docx
(https://my.uclaextension.edu/files/4617268/download?
download_frd=1&verifier=6hYGkPJkingF0Iv5Bze2GY7e3tQYscn4ZRJqG39w)
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Monta Wiley (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/126624)
Nov 11, 2020
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Clear, consise, and detailed for any instrutor to implement in thier system.
Reply

Luis Orozco (He/Him/His) (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/146922)

(http

Nov 11, 2020

Thank you, Monta!
Reply

Caitlin Flynn (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/135934)

(http

Nov 11, 2020

I really liked your presentation, particularly the putting up the goals and then later the
scenarios in writing. That was really helpful.
Reply

Luis Orozco (He/Him/His) (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/146922)

(http

Nov 11, 2020

Thank you, Caitlin!
Reply

Melissa McConnell-Quinn (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/148617)

(http

Nov 12, 2020

Hi Luis. This PD looked fun :) I'd like to have the discussion with people dialoguing the
Assignments that you listed. I think it would generate such great discussions. Love the
screencast as well. I still need to learn that program!
Reply
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Luis Orozco (He/Him/His) (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/146922)
Nov 12, 2020

Thank you, Melissa!
Reply
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Kelly H. Kim (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/146907)

(http

Nov 13, 2020

I really enjoyed watching your video, Luis. Your delivery is clear and easy to understand.
All the points covered in you presentations were on point. I like the part where you
introduce numerous examples. It's always easy to understand a concept when examples
are provided. Thanks for a great class!
Reply

Aya Takeichi-Leitz (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/147001)

(http

Nov 14, 2020

Hi Luis,
I like that you made slides for your two goals at the beginning of your lesson. Always good
to know what we are going to do first. Thank you for sharing!
Reply

Russell Fung (He/Him/His) (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/147480)

(http

Nov 19, 2020

Hi Luis! I liked that your lesson was clear and interactive. For assignment #2, that really
struck a chord with me. Arguing for English to be the official language of the United States
was something I remember hearing back in a classroom. Somebody said that English
should be the universal language of the world. A non-white person said this. So it
surprised me when the white students found that statement to be belittling. This made me
think about how much we progressed in an American society and how we recognize other
people's backgrounds.
Reply
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Melissa McConnell-Quinn (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/148617)
Nov 11, 2020

This presentation is appropriate for classroom teachers currently working with students or
adults.
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Link

(https://youtu.be/DceQzOVVldQ)

(https://youtu.be/DceQzOVVldQ)
Discussion #2 - Cultural Reflective Classroom.pdf (https://my.uclaextension.edu/files/4618221/download?
download_frd=1&verifier=5mHzH2rhtgvvSC43EiXqdr3qZ7NWjj3lAJE6BMKq)
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Caitlin Flynn (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/135934)
Nov 11, 2020

I really enjoyed your presentation. I thought the structure of the beginning was really well
done. I found the second half really informative and helpful.
Reply
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Luis Orozco (He/Him/His) (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/146922)
Nov 11, 2020

Hi Melissa!
I enjoyed all of the visuals that you incorporated, and I love the multiple intelligences
theory. Wonderful presentation!
Reply
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Monta Wiley (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/126624)
Nov 12, 2020

The visuals and subdivision covering your objective is really informative and aids any
instructor in composing a culturally responsive class. Great intro btw.
Reply
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Aya Takeichi-Leitz (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/147001)
Nov 14, 2020

Hi Melissa,
https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/discussion_topics/508209?module_item_id=1626144
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I like the way you added lots of visuals. I was writing in my reflection that I should have
used visuals rather than just text. Thank you for sharing!
Reply

Shuo Niu (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/139757)

(http

Nov 16, 2020

Hello Melissa:
Thank you for your post! I think it is both interesting to watch, and very informative. In fact,
I would really like to share this video with my fellow scholars. I think all your visual and
illustrations are detailed and precise.
Great work!
Reply

(https://

Erica Wahlgren (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/135386)
Nov 12, 2020

Hi all,
I chose to post the "content" section of my presentation so it does not include the interactive
elements. I chose to share this section because while my campus is still online during this
pandemic I think that this video could be shared with some of my colleagues. In addition to my
reflection, I also attached my lesson plan so that you can see how this content fits into the
bigger presentation/plan.
I look forward to your feedback!

Culturally Inclusive Classr…
Classr…

Reflection & Debriefing for Culturally Relevant Classroom Environment Presentation .docx
(https://my.uclaextension.edu/files/4621133/download?
download_frd=1&verifier=PX9PtAQ00VcFPNpPGXC9lNw53e4WjmnISl0HzYbp)
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Reply

Erica Wahlgren (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/135386)

(http

Nov 12, 2020

Lesson Plan is attached here!
TESOL Cultural Perspectives Lesson Plan-1.docx (https://my.uclaextension.edu/files/4621134/download?
download_frd=1&verifier=772pNcZrlFGwS4AvdGmlgStQgmH4sFbr8NPhxXed)

Reply

Erin Lynch (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/147296)

(http

Nov 13, 2020

Hi Erica. Your video and presentation is very polished. I was immediately invested in what
you had to say. Your tone of voice is inviting and your visuals hold the viewers attention.
What stood out to me is that you emphasize through your considerations to the curriculum,
classroom, and support that your students are individuals and as you said, more than just
their grades. Here are some of the suggestions you made for curriculum, classroom, and
support that I hope to implement in my classroom: Having varying methods of teaching
and multiple opportunities to demonstrate their understanding of the material, arranging
the classroom in such a way to disrupt the traditional power dynamic of a teacher led
classroom by making the students the focus. And also providing resources for students
because students are whole human beings who may need assistance or guidance along
the way.
Reply

Erica Wahlgren (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/135386)

(http

Nov 13, 2020

Thank you for your positive feedback!
Reply

(http

Michelle Akamine (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/153411)
Nov 14, 2020

Hello Erica,
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I found your presentation to be really helpful. I loved how you divided your presentation up
into curriculum, classroom space, and support. It made it feel organized and the examples
you provided made the content easy to understand. Even though I am not teaching yet,
this video provided me with strategies that I can use in my own classroom in the future.
Thank you so much!
Reply

Ting Tai Lui (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/128284)

(http

Nov 15, 2020

Hi Erica
How thoughtful! Your culturally inclusive classroom includes a wide variety of cultural
elements.
I believe that your community college has teachers, admin staff, and students from
different countries and of different backgrounds. Your college should have built networks
with external parties like some LGBT groups and other local and overseas communities.
Why not invite them to share their cultural experiences on Zoom or in flesh? The college
or you could also run excursions visiting different cultural groups. Or teachers of different
cultural backgrounds can teach other classes on regular occasions, say once every
semester.
Certainly it is subject to college policy. My humble advice.
Ting
Reply

(https://

Erin Lynch (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/147296)
Nov 12, 2020

Link

(https://youtu.be/QS076weJvP8)

(https://youtu.be/QS076weJvP8)

Hello All. My presentation is intended to help educators to become more aware of the diversity
in their classroom, more aware of how their own culture affects how they teach, and to develop
https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/discussion_topics/508209?module_item_id=1626144
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concrete ways to make their classrooms culturally responsive.

Edited by Erin Lynch (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/147296) on Nov 12 at 1:16pm
Reply

Erin Lynch (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/147296)

(http

Nov 13, 2020

Here is my Reflection and Debriefing for my video.
TESOL Reflection & Debriefing for Culturally Relevant Classroom Environment Presentation Fall 2020.pages
(https://my.uclaextension.edu/files/4623061/download?
download_frd=1&verifier=Pq3BU3KyR2N4eXp9YsTnBqy0MyieQlC4EJosj5by)

Reply

Erica Wahlgren (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/135386)

(http

Nov 13, 2020

Hi Erin,
I really liked the video that you included at the beginning of your presentation. It was a
great way to summarize the main concepts of culturally inclusive teaching and why it's
important. It was a very effective strategy for you to play the video and then follow it with
reflective questions and concrete examples.
I think a great addition could be a quick example/visual of one or more of the great
concrete suggestions you offered.
Reply

(http

Erin Lynch (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/147296)
Nov 15, 2020

Hi Erica. Thanks so much for the feedback. I really appreciate it.
Reply

(http
Gabriela Miranda Laguna (She/Her/Hers) (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/142177)
https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/discussion_topics/508209?module_item_id=1626144
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Nov 14, 2020

Hello Erin, I enjoyed watching you video! I liked your questions, examples and ideas!
Nice job!
Reply

(http

Erin Lynch (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/147296)
Nov 15, 2020

Thanks Gabriela! I appreciate it.
Reply
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Gabriela Miranda Laguna (She/Her/Hers) (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/142177)
Nov 12, 2020

Hello everyone,
Here is my video about Culturally Relevant Teaching.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=BkE3hJfyJ0k&feature=youtu.be&ab_channel=GabrielaMiranda
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=BkE3hJfyJ0k&feature=youtu.be&ab_channel=GabrielaMiranda)

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=BkE3hJfyJ0k&feature=youtu.be&ab_channel=GabrielaMiranda)

Any suggestions to help me improve my video are welcome!
Gabriela M
Reflection & Debriefing for Culturally Relevant Classroom Environment Presentation F.pdf
(https://my.uclaextension.edu/files/4622027/download?
download_frd=1&verifier=FcXrNdH7xaU1yVIUWDfZ4yvzXRufHjlkfmOpx9KQ)
https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/discussion_topics/508209?module_item_id=1626144
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Reply

Kelly H. Kim (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/146907)

(http

Nov 13, 2020

I think your video is educational and well organized. All the visuals used are very helpful. I
like the part you used photos of van diagram and puzzles to explain concepts more
effectively. Your suggestions on ice breaker games and quizzes were great too. Thanks for
sharing!
Reply

(http
Gabriela Miranda Laguna (She/Her/Hers) (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/142177)
Nov 14, 2020

Thank you Kelly! I like you enjoyed it!
Reply

Erica Wahlgren (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/135386)

(http

Nov 13, 2020

Hi Gabriela,
Your use of visuals was great! It made the presentation engaging and easy to follow. I also
really liked the question you asked about leaving who you are at the door. It was a great
way to make real the unrealistic expectation that students can ignore or suppress who
they are. Instead, it is better that we learn about them, understand them, and support
them.
Reply

(http
Gabriela Miranda Laguna (She/Her/Hers) (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/142177)
Nov 14, 2020
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Thank you very much for your feedback! I also like this part too...about leaving your
life at the door! :)
Reply

(https://

Kelly H. Kim (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/146907)
Nov 13, 2020

https://youtu.be/kt2LsYtzS7I

(https://youtu.be/kt2LsYtzS7I)

(https://youtu.be/kt2LsYtzS7I)

In this video, I tried to highlight the benefits of culturally relevant environment and to suggest
different ways for teachers to develop their learning space to be relevant and inclusive for all. I
look forward to hear your feedbacks. Thank you in advance :)
WEEK 6 Reflection & Debriefing.docx (https://my.uclaextension.edu/files/4622919/download?
download_frd=1&verifier=rwzMSaR1DDaPBgDDVyOGLoPNxcpcGvnUQd5wx8S9)

Reply
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Erin Lynch (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/147296)
Nov 13, 2020

Hi Kelly. I enjoyed watching you video! I thought that you had a great hook by asking your
audience to think back to their experiences as a student. I also liked the sequence of your
video- you start by explaining how a culturally responsive classroom will benefit students,
move to how to implement methods and practices, and then ask your audience to come
up with some of their own ideas of how to create an inclusive feeling in the classroom.
Reply

(http

Michelle Akamine (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/153411)
Nov 14, 2020

Hi Kelly,
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I found your presentation to be really informative. I had a professor who once said "we
spend a lot of time as students, so therefore, we teach the way that we are taught." I find
his words to be true. I think that it is great that you have teachers reflect on their time as a
students since it, in turn, can reflect on their teaching as well. I think it is great how you
also talked about what you would do to make your classroom more inclusive. It think it can
help others to brainstorm their ideas. Great job!
Reply

(https://

Aya Takeichi-Leitz (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/147001)
Nov 14, 2020

This is the link to my presentation video. Reflection & Debriefing for Culturally Relevant
Classroom Environment Presentation is attached as well. Thank you!
Link

(https://youtu.be/NxkjFWn0n18)

(https://youtu.be/NxkjFWn0n18)
Reflection & Debriefing for Culturally Relevant Classroom Environment Presentation .docx
(https://my.uclaextension.edu/files/4625502/download?
download_frd=1&verifier=r7hOtffOnpcLMemFKGFucHVRe4pKu25eNLcpSQZL)

Reply

(https://

Michelle Akamine (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/153411)
Nov 14, 2020

Hi everyone, here is my presentation intended for teachers to create a more culturally relevant
classroom environment. Any suggestions are welcome. Thank you.

Edited by Michelle Akamine (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/153411) on Nov 14 at 6:41pm
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Reflection & Debriefing for Culturally Relevant Classroom Environment Presentation .docx
(https://my.uclaextension.edu/files/4625990/download?download_frd=1&verifier=9I98vgJytI5bVwh2m8Lth2gkDY9tH8s3b7Ncn39f)

Reply

Geronima Garcia (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/130244)

(http

Nov 15, 2020

Hi Michelle,
This was so good! Your lesson is organized, thorough, and follows a logical progression of
skills. You are well spoken, your voice is clear and soothing. I especially like that you
model various classroom arrangements as well as provide concrete examples of what
culturally responsive classrooms can look like. To be honest, I had to watch this a few
times to find a "grow" recommendation for you. I personally love feedback and I imagine
you do too. Being extra picky, I think your two categories feel a little out of balance as you
spend a lot of time on the arrangement portion and a bit less on the methodology portion,
but I think the methodology is often the harder part of creating a culturally responsive
classroom. More than something to change, I think I would just recommend adding on in
terms of a concrete activity or way for teachers to improve student-teacher interactions. I
think most teachers know how to maintain the authoritative role of a teacher, but many
struggle to find creative ways to engage on a more personal level with their students to
build rapport. Maybe you could model a game or activity that allows for students to share
something about themselves or puts the teacher on the student level. But again, I am just
being really picky at this point :)
Thank you for sharing!
Geronima
Reply

(https://

Caitlin Flynn (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/135934)
Nov 14, 2020
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Caitlin Flynn Culturally Responsive Classroom

Reply

(http

Silver Park (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/147686)
Nov 14, 2020

Hi Caitlin, I liked how you are typing your points as you are giving a lesson, and also how
you switch to small webcam of yourself and a full-screen of yourself when it's needed. It
definitely catches the attention. Also you are asking many questions to your students and I
appreciate that. And the tone of voice you have is very relaxing in a good way. It doesn't
come as harsh or too much for your audience to hear!
Reply

(http

Geronima Garcia (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/130244)
Nov 15, 2020

Hi Caitlin,
I enjoyed your opening activity. The prompt was universal and would create some pretty
engaging conversation. Considering the various cultures we belong to allows us to
connect our personal lives to what is being learned, which is exactly what we are trying to
do for our students when building community and bridging diverse backgrounds. I like all
the parts of your lesson. For instance, looking at the classroom pictures was a great way
to make the content more concrete and the video you showed was rich with information
and visuals. My suggestion would be to reorganize the order of the lesson a little bit,
specifically the video and the review of the images. If your participants know the content
https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/discussion_topics/508209?module_item_id=1626144
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first, then they have more direction when looking at the pictures. They might be able to
make more connections to the video independently or within small groups.
Thank you for sharing!
Geronima
Reply

(https://

Geronima Garcia (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/130244)
Nov 14, 2020

Hi everyone,
Included is my reflection and presentation intended for other educators.

EDUC 425.02 Culturally Relevant Classroom Environment L…
L…

EDUC 425.02 Reflection & Debriefing G. Garcia.pdf (https://my.uclaextension.edu/files/4626162/download?
download_frd=1&verifier=M1r4VmM4nMsIQnwiG8zDWuj9GcxRNQb0XnoP91hj)

Reply

(https://

Grace Shin (She/Her/Hers) (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/137566)
Nov 14, 2020

Hello everyone!

https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/discussion_topics/508209?module_item_id=1626144
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Here are the slides
(https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Cp7kDK2ux835rm1j9IfkO0ElxJM5LXSdDLHdGdTa6ac/e
dit?usp=sharing) that correlate to the video presentation. I would really appreciate feedback. I

apologize for the lag in the video. I would recommend watching the video a little sped up to
avoid the lag ;)

Why CLST?

Edited by Grace Shin (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/137566) on Nov 14 at 10:31pm
Reply

(http

Silver Park (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/147686)
Nov 14, 2020

Hello Grace! Great presentation skills. I loved the way you put together your materials plus
that emoji of yourself is so cute and provides an inviting atmosphere!
Edited by Silver Park (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/147686) on Nov 14 at 10:19pm
Reply

(http

Shuo Niu (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/139757)
Nov 16, 2020

Hello Grace:
Thank you for your video! I t is cool and so cute! The hook is especially amazing...I mean,
when I see your cover, I immediately want to click inside and have a look!
I also want to learn how to put your face at the corner when you are showing the screen...
Thank you for your hard work!
https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/discussion_topics/508209?module_item_id=1626144
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Shu/o
Reply

(https://

Silver Park (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/147686)
Nov 14, 2020

Hello everyone, here is my presentation. I don't have that much teaching experience like many
of you guys have, but I tried my best to put together my thoughts as if I'm really giving a lesson
in front of a group of educators. Maybe that's I sound so nervous and unnatural, but trust me I
do not sound this stiff in real life. Thank you for viewing my presentation lesson!

Culturally Relevant Classroom Environment Lesson

Edited by Silver Park (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/147686) on Nov 14 at 10:17pm
Reflection & Debriefing for Culturally Relevant Classroom Environment Presentation .pdf
(https://my.uclaextension.edu/files/4626366/download?
download_frd=1&verifier=ngzKlj3Px59ESWSvASO2lHwppxPusc1NMCIf6lxO)

Reply

(https://

Ting Tai Lui (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/128284)
Nov 15, 2020

Here is my video lesson for comment:
https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/discussion_topics/508209?module_item_id=1626144
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https://youtu.be/xGtfFv23qUo

(https://youtu.be/xGtfFv23qUo)

(https://youtu.be/xGtfFv23qUo)

Reply

(https://

Shuo Niu (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/139757)
Nov 16, 2020

https://youtu.be/xyZYf0DypWE

(https://youtu.be/xyZYf0DypWE)

(https://youtu.be/xyZYf0DypWE)

This is my presentation. It is mostly addressed to fellow scholars about teaching in a
multicultural environment and how to build a diversity-friendly-environment.
Shuo_Niu_Reflection & Debriefing for Culturally Relevant Classroom Environment Presentation .docx
(https://my.uclaextension.edu/files/4629095/download?
download_frd=1&verifier=oBtzcqnzpMtlBZk9JTsom1Rs6A3vagq61dLr8TdW)

Reply

(https://

Russell Fung (He/Him/His) (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/147480)
Nov 18, 2020

Link

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jUu9IYEtF9E)

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jUu9IYEtF9E)
https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/discussion_topics/508209?module_item_id=1626144
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Hi Everyone,
Attached is my video. I did a presentation on classroom decor.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jUu9IYEtF9E
Edited by Russell Fung (https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/users/147480) on Nov 18 at 10:28am
Reply

https://my.uclaextension.edu/courses/30870/discussion_topics/508209?module_item_id=1626144
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